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China Connections
India-China Links
Tansen Sen

China’s connections to South Asia date back to the first millennium CE, when itinerant
Buddhist monks, the circulations of ritual objects and commodities, and the rendition of
Indic texts into Chinese led to the creation of unique linkages across the Asian continent.
These connections and linkages continued, albeit transformed through commercial
expansions and the spread of European colonial domination, during the second millennium.
The opium trade and the wars that ensued triggered the formation of new networks
of intellectual exchanges and the publication of a wide array of Indian and Chinese writings
about each other in the late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries.
THE VISIT OF THE NOBLE LAUREATE Rabindranath Tagore
to China in 1924 provided a significant impetus to these
writings that were often framed within the context of
pan-Asianism. New sites of interactions between Indian
and Chinese intellectuals, such as Santiniketan, near
Calcutta in India, and Shanghai in China, emerged during
this period. It was also at this time that Chinese migrants
started settling down in larger numbers in Calcutta and
Bombay, and Indian traders expanded their businesses
in Shanghai, Tibet, and Xinjiang.
These exchanges persisted into the 1950s with the
establishment of the Republic of India and the People’s
Republic of China as two new nation states. The catchphrase
‘Hindi-Chini bhai-bhai’ [Indians and Chinese are brothers]
was created to mark the end of imperialism and celebrate
the beginning of decolonized brotherhood. Unfortunately

though, territorial disputes and issues of national
integration resulted in the India-China war of 1962,
the trauma of which continues to define the contemporary
relations between the ROI and the PRC. And it is within
this context of unease, that many innovative projects
aimed to foster people-to-people connections have
been launched, or older programs revived.
This issue of China Connections reports on some of
these initiatives. They include the visit of the Indian author
Amitav Ghosh to China, the establishment of new centers
of research, and the training of young scholars from the two
countries. These initiatives are examples of new linkages
and global connections of the twenty-first century.
Tansen Sen is the founding director of the Center
for Global Asia at NYU Shanghai (ts107@nyu.edu).

Left: Traveling monk, ca. 851–900, Mogao Grottoes Cave 17, Dunhuang, Gansu Province

Center for Global Asia
at NYU Shanghai
The Center for Global Asia at NYU
Shanghai serves as the hub within the
NYU Global Network University system to
promote the study of Asian interactions
and comparisons, both historical and
contemporary. The overall objective of
the Center is to provide global societies
with information on the contexts for the
reemerging connections between the
various parts of Asia through research and
teaching. Collaborating with institutions
across the world, the Center seeks to
play a bridging role between existing
Asian studies knowledge silos. It will
take the lead in drawing connections
and comparisons between the existing
fields of Asian studies, and stimulating
new ways of understanding Asia in
a globalized world.
Asia Research Center
at Fudan University
Founded in March 2002, the Asia
Research Center at Fudan University
(ARC-FDU) is one of the achievements
of the cooperation of Fudan and the
Korean Foundation for Advanced
Studies (KFAS). Throughout the years,
the center has been working tirelessly
to promote Asian Studies, including
hosting conferences and supporting
research projects. ARC-FDU keeps close
connections with the ARCs in mainland
China and many institutes abroad.

China-India Academic Programs
The China-India Studies Program
at the Harvard-Yenching Institute

The Center for Gandhian and
Indian Studies at Fudan University

The India China Institute
at The New School

THE HARVARD-YENCHING INSTITUTE has recently
developed a joint doctoral fellowship program that
seeks to bring together and train the next generation
of scholars of Indian studies in China and scholars
of Chinese Studies in India. This new program, facilitated by the participation of the Institute for Chinese
Studies in Delhi and four partner institutions in
China (Fudan University, Peking University, Sichuan
University, and Yunnan University), is open to those
in all fields of the humanities and social sciences.

THE CENTER FOR GANDHIAN AND INDIAN
STUDIES established at Fudan University in
2015 is a platform for comprehensive and
interdisciplinary Gandhian and Indian Studies.
It aims to integrate the strength and resources
of Gandhian and Indian Studies throughout
the university, and communicates with scholars
from China and abroad. It focuses on studies
about Gandhi’s ideology and social practices,
Indian economy, politics and foreign relations,
as well as Indian language, religion and culture,
including studies related to Buddhism and
historical contacts between India and China
in this context.
The Center for Gandhian and Indian Studies
endeavors to establish the discipline of Indian
Studies at Fudan, to cultivate talents of Gandhian
and Indian Studies, to promote exchange and
communication between Chinese and Indian
academic circles as well as people from all
walks of life to enhance mutual understanding
between Chinese and Indian people.
The Center has already commenced publication under the book series entitled Indologia
et Studia Indica. Recent books include Zheng
Weihong’s Studies in Buddhist Logic and Tang
Mingjun’s edited volume Nyāyamukha, Festschrift
for Prof. Weihong Zheng. On 10-11 December
2016, in collaboration with the International
Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) in India, the
Center organized the international conference
‘Indo-Chinese Cultural Relations: Through
Buddhist Path of Transcendence’. The Center
invites global scholars for long and short-term
visits to Fudan University.

ESTABLISHED IN 2005, the India China Institute (ICI) at The New School supports research, teaching
and discussion on India, China and the United States, with special focus on making comparisons
and understanding interactions between the three countries as well as their joint impact on the
rest of the world. ICI is the hub of an international network of scholars, leaders, and opinion-makers.
Through fellowships, courses, public events, publications, and collaboration with a wide range
of institutions around the world, ICI promotes academic and public understanding of issues of
contemporary relevance to India-China studies.

Chinese Studies in India & Indian Studies in China
Each year a small number of promising doctoral
candidates in Chinese Studies at Indian universities
will be selected for the joint doctoral fellowship
program. In addition to their doctoral studies in
India, funded by the Indian side, participants are
eligible for two years abroad, funded by the
Harvard-Yenching Institute. One year of HYI support
will be spent at a host institution in China to receive
advanced Chinese language training and interdisciplinary training in Chinese Studies. After the
year in China, program participants will be eligible to
spend one year in residence at the Harvard-Yenching
Institute for dissertation research and writing.
The program’s host institutions in China will also
be invited to nominate a small number of outstanding doctoral students or younger faculty members
in Indian Studies to come to HYI as Visiting Fellows
or Visiting Scholars. Selected candidates will join
their Indian counterparts at the Harvard-Yenching
Institute for a one-year stay. For more information
about the program visit the HYI website: http://
www.harvard-yenching.org/china-india-studiesprogram and the ICS website: http://www.icsin.org/
ics-hyi-multi-year-doctoral-fellowship-in-china-studies
For more information contact: Lindsay Strogatz,
Program Manager of the Harvard-Yenching
Institute (strogatz@fas.harvard.edu).

For more information contact:
Zhen LIU
, Director of the Center for
Gandhian and Indian studies at Fudan
University (liuzhen@fudan.edu.cn).

Sacred landscapes of India and China
For the past three years, the ICI has been conducting research across India, Nepal and China as part of
its ‘Sacred Landscapes and Sustainable Futures in the Sacred Himalaya Initiative’, supported by the Henry
Luce Foundation. ICI has been exploring the complex relationships between Lake Manasarovar and Mount
Kailash – two sacred sites in Western Tibet – and the diverse faith communities from across South Asia who
undertake pilgrimages to visit and worship these sites. The project has tried to better understand how local
communities are adapting to a range of issues, from climate change and new economic pressures brought
about by globalization to the changing geopolitical border realities. This new work will be presented later
this year at the ‘Mountains and Sacred Landscapes Conference’ (20-23 April 2017) in New York City.
Fostering scholar-leaders in India and China
Another exciting project ICI is leading is our recently launched ‘China India Scholar-Leaders Initiative’,
which will bring together emerging young scholars from India, China and the US focused on the theme of
‘Prosperity and Inequality in China and India’. By combining advanced academic capacity-strengthening
with fieldwork and research-mentoring, this new initiative seeks to deepen the field of India-China
Studies and provide much-needed academic and organizational support to young scholars. Fellows
will spend 18 months developing new research for publication while expanding their professional
networks across India, China and the US.
The great urban transformations of China and India
In addition to these two important projects, ICI is also establishing a unique research and policy collaboration on urbanization, ‘The Great Urban Transformations of China and India: Implications for Equity
and Livelihoods’. In the first three-year phase (2017-2020) of a larger project, ICI and partner institutions
in Shenzhen and New Delhi will collaborate to develop a transnational (India, China, and United States)
network of urban scholars and practitioners whose research and policy dialogues can evaluate the ways
that urban policies and practices in these two metro-regions can address more closely the problems
of urban inequities and the proliferation of precarious urban jobs and livelihoods. To learn more about
these and other India-China related efforts visit the India China Institute’s website:
https://www.indiachinainstitute.org. You can also follow us on Twitter @india_china.
For more information contact: Ashok Gurung, Senior Director of the India China Institute
at The New School (gurunga@newschool.edu)

